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Summary & key takeaways
• Stress Testing Monte Carlo Assumptions
– MC very useful forecast tool to construct distribution of wealth
outcomes; construct risk/return frontier to evaluate retirement options
– MC often utilizes simplifying assumptions; investment returns are
normally distributed, constant over time and parameters are known
– Whilst “appear to be good enough approximations”, gold swans offset
black swans, these assumptions and limitations should be understood,
use MC as a directional guide
• The Securitization of Longevity Risk and Its Implications for Retirement
Security
– Longevity risk = general trend+ idiosyncratic risk (risk outlive assets)
– Individuals can hedge idiosyncratic risk but at cost, loss of flexibility
– Retiree from DC plan faces longevity risk (i.e. may outlive assets),
market “crashes” result in assets depleted well before life expectancy
– DB plan excess risk strategy (longevity swap) transfers longevity risk
but liabilities and other risks remain (e.g. assets)
– DB plan ground-up hedging strategy (buy-out) transfers liabilities and
assets and is therefore likely to reduce risk more than longevity swap
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Areas for further discussion/research
Spend down phase for DC plans
• To compare strategies/products, focus on income rather than outliving of assets
• Ideal design would have
– Longevity protection
– Access to funds
– Good returns

• Spend down account + Discretionary account + Lifetime benefit account

Salary

Discretionary account
Lifetime benefit
Spend-down
Social Security
Age

15 years prior to life expectancy

“Life expectancy”

– Use simulation with investment, longevity, and spending scenarios to evaluate
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Areas for further discussion/research
Impact on annuity market
DB Risk Tools
Retain the risk

Plan re-design

Transfer the risk

Dynamic investment
policy

Term vested lump
sums

Improve hedge ratio

Retiree lump sums

Guaranteed LDI
products

Retiree buy-in

Borrow to fund

Retiree longevity
swap

Termination and
buyout

• Many sponsors are transferring liabilities to participants via one-time lump sum
offers and others are considering transferring liabilities to insurers
• These are often directed strategies, eg terminated vested often contribute
disproportionately to funded status risk and have high admin costs (PBGC etc)
• An increased demand for annuities (DC + DB) may put pressures on insurers
– Concentration of risk among small number of insurers
– Increased cost due to non-hedgeable risks
• Quantify impact on insurers and potential benefit of longevity bonds
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Important Notices

References to Mercer shall be construed to include Mercer LLC and/or its associated companies.
© 2013 Mercer LLC. All rights reserved.
•This contains confidential and proprietary information of Mercer and is intended for the exclusive use of the parties to whom it
was provided by Mercer. Its content may not be modified, sold or otherwise provided, in whole or in part, to any other person or
entity, without Mercer’s prior written permission.
•The findings, ratings and/or opinions expressed herein are the intellectual property of Mercer and are subject to change without
notice. They are not intended to convey any guarantees as to the future performance of the investment products, asset classes
or capital markets discussed. Past performance does not guarantee future results. Mercer’s ratings do not constitute
individualized investment advice.
•Information contained herein has been obtained from a range of third party sources. While the information is believed to be
reliable, Mercer has not sought to verify it independently. As such, Mercer makes no representations or warranties as to the
accuracy of the information presented and takes no responsibility or liability (including for indirect, consequential or incidental
damages), for any error, omission or inaccuracy in the data supplied by any third party.
•This does not constitute an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities, commodities and/or any other financial
instruments or products or constitute a solicitation on behalf of any of the investment managers, their affiliates, products or
strategies that Mercer may evaluate or recommend.
•For the most recent approved ratings of an investment strategy, and a fuller explanation of their meanings, contact your Mercer
representative.
•For Mercer’s conflict of interest disclosures, contact your Mercer representative or see www.mercer.com/conflictsofinterest.
Circular 230: The information contained in this document (including any attachments) is not intended by Mercer to be used,
and it cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code that may be imposed on the
taxpayer.
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